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A number of histories and reminiscences about the Newark News Radio Club have appeared in the
club’s first publication, The Dialist (June 1934-April 35), in the pages of the NNRC Bulletin (which
began publication in September 1935), and in a few old radio magazines. They date from the years
1934, 1935, 1937, 1947, 1952, 1965, 1967 and 1977, and are posted at www.ontheshortwaves.com
(look under “DX History/Clubs & Publications”). All trace the club’s history to an organizational
meeting at the headquarters of the Newark Evening News on December 8, 1927. These histories,
plus the six issues of The Dialist and the many issues of the NNRC Bulletin, comprise most of what
is known about the club, which closed in 1982.
But what of the pre-1934 years? Before The Dialist, the club and its members stayed in contact
through a column in the Newark Evening News. What was the content of those columns, which are
the subject of only brief mention in the club histories? It was with great anticipation that I learned
from Reuben Dagold, a long time NNRC member and the key man of the Association of DX
Reporters, the club that served former NNRC members from 1982 to 1995, that, according to the
website of the Newark Public Library, the library began microfilming the Newark Evening News
over 20 years ago.
I contacted the library and learned that it does indeed have the newspaper on microfilm for the years
1927-1934 (the paper copies for those years are no longer available), and it loans up to six reels at
a time to other libraries through inter-library loan. More or less arbitrarily I chose the year 1931, and
through my local library I requested the reels for January-March of that year. They arrived in about
10 days.
During these months of 1931 the club had three columns of interest to radio enthusiasts. Two of
them were contained in every issue of the paper, which in those days was published daily except
Sundays. One column was typically headed "Radio Club Notes," the other “Broadcasts Winnowed.”
“Radio Club Notes” was written by the then-president of the NNRC, Irving Potts. Potts was the
club’s second president (the first was Lee S. J. Cranse). Potts served for 32 years, from 1930 to
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1962, and is the person usually credited with the club’s success. The main content of “Radio Club
Notes” was letters from members and from other Evening News readers, usually with brief replies
from Potts. Other information of interest to
DXers was included as well. Shortwave
was still new in those days, and the focus
was clearly on broadcast band DXing,
which was always the heart and soul of the
NNRC, even after it became an all-band
club.
The letters covered the usual DX topics:
stations heard and verified, listening
equipment, reception conditions,
interference, DX statistics, etc. As might be
expected of a newspaper, letters were often
introduced with colorful tag lines that
emphasized their newsiness: “Montclair
Woman Tells of DXing,” “Asks About Bait
for Station Fishing,” “Vervoodt Brothers
Report on Catches,” “North Carolina
Doctor Joins Club,” “Glen Ridge DXer
Brings Log to 340,” and “Wants
Application for His Fiancee” (“she is
hopelessly ill with DX fever”).
Also included were the names of recent club
enrollees, notices of scheduled club
meetings, news of upcoming courtesy
programs, information on available
publications, updates on club doings,
changes in station call letters, etc.
DXers were already adopting informal radio
pseudonyms, and often used them in their
correspondence. Thus one would read
letters from The Nutley Bug, The Lone
DXer, Radio Hawk of the Air, and
numerous others.
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“Radio Club Notes” was a
column of considerable size,
sometimes the equivalent of
several columns of the paper’s
eight-column page layout.
Occasionally it would take up
nearly a full page, in which
case it would carry a pagewide masthead reading
“Newark News Radio Club
Notes.” Considering that the
column appeared every day, it
must have taken a great deal
of ongoing effort to prepare.
Along with “Radio Club
Notes” the paper featured a
second column, called
"Broadcasts Winnowed." It
was authored by Charlotte
Geer, who was known as The
Dialist (hence the name of the
club's later magazine). This
column dealt with broader
radio-related subjects, such as
pr ogr a ms, a rtists, th e
development of the medium,
and so forth. It appealed to
the program listener rather
than the DXer, and was a good
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complement to the club column. One satisfied “Broadcasts Winnowed” reader wrote:
I want to write and express my appreciation of your wonderful
column. Although we may never see radio announcers or artists, we
consider them our personal friends. They become part of our home,
a necessity in our daily lives. So it is with you and your column. You
are in the press what a favorite announcer is on the air–a dear friend.
Occasionally the paper also ran a third
column, this one by Paul F. Godley. The
Godley columns tended to be technical or
semi-technical in nature. Godley was a
well-known engineer and amateur radio
operator. (He had a 1:00 a.m. program on
Newark station WAAM wherein he
rebroadcast his DX listening experiences
in real time.)
“Radio Club Notes,” “Broadcasts
Winnowed,” and the Godley column,
together with program listings, extensive
radio-related advertising and other
relevant articles, made the Newark
Evening News coverage of radio very
comprehensive.
Shortwave was starting to get some very
limited attention in 1931. On March 7,
Godley ran a list of shortwave stations
(right). There were also occasional letters
from listeners who were experimenting
with shortwave (next page). In those
days, the distinction between different
kinds of shortwave stations was not as
pronounced as it would become in later
years. Thus while a particular listener
might specialize in one kind of station or
another, shortwave broadcasters,
radiotelephone and maritime stations,
amateurs, etc. were usually lumped
together under “shortwave.” It really was
the medium that counted.
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In his column of January 29, 1931, President Potts presented the
club’s by-laws, which give a glimpse of how the club was
organized. (The by-laws were written by Charlotte Geer’s
husband, Olin Peter Geer, a DXer in his own right. In
“Broadcasts Winnowed” he was known as The Wiser Half.)
There was a president, various vice-presidents, a treasurer, an
executive secretary and other officers, and an executive
committee. Dues were $1 a year, plus an additional $1 “initiation
fee” for the first year (principally to cover the cost of a club pin
or button). Various committees were devoted to membership,
entertainment (for meetings and events, see below), finance,
elections, welfare, courtesy programs, technical advice for
members, special broadcasts, shortwave, and changes in
frequency and power of stations. There was a Committee on DX
Qualifications and Records that issued awards in several
categories: “Junior” for 100 stations logged; “Master” for 200
stations logged and one verified at 2,000 miles distance; “Past
Master” for 300 logged and five verified at 2,000 miles; and “DX
Ace” for 400 logged and ten verified at 2,000 miles.
Club meetings were on the first Thursday of the month. There
was also an annual meeting on the first Thursday of December,
plus other meetings from time to time. Monthly meetings were
normally held at the Newark Evening News. The reminiscences
of member Henry Bowe of Newark in January 1931 indicate that
at least some of these club gatherings were no small affairs.
While we DX individually and collectively we
enjoy our meetings and for that reason we
changed our name to Radio Club [the club was
originally called the Newark News DX Club], and
how many wonderful programs have we enjoyed
the last three years. One of our first was Louis
Witten and Jack Poppele of WOR, who gave us
an interesting talk on the methods of
broadcasting. Who can remember Paul Godley
rigging up a set to get the big fight? A lecture by
Mr. Peters of the Telephone Company on the
history and accomplishment of trans-Atlantic
telephoning was a masterpiece. He illustrated it
with views from a small lantern and topped it off
with an invitation to visit their experimental
station in Whippany some Saturday afternoon,
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which was accepted by about fifty and was thoroughly enjoyed by
all. Then there was an evening with Roxy (himself and some of
his gang). We put on the dawg by meeting in the Washington
restaurant, plus refreshments.
“Wentworth announcing” gave us a talk [see page 11]; Henry Burbig
recited some of his funny stories. Joe White, the silver masked tenor,
sang for us. Then there was the whole cast of Main Street with Luke
and Sary and the rest of the town, and while we often read of
television we never saw it till we had a demonstration at a club
meeting, a broadcasting [sic] and with a receiving station and we
knew more by seeing it than reading a book on it.
One of the mixed quartets from WLWL rendered twenty-four
selections at one meeting. The Moonbeams with George Shackley at
the piano were another outstanding feature, as was the male quartet
at the December meeting.
Our last June meeting capped the climax. With Phil Carlin as master
of ceremonies and a galaxy of radio stars it was one long,
unforgettable night with the thermometer at 90 and many unable to
get in. Refreshments were served at this radio feast.
And last but not least our two banquets and dance. The first was a
chicken dinner, with eighteen radio artists as guests, and the second
was even a greater success. Now here is our third coming off next
month [February]. Come in and have a good time with us and bring
your friends with you. For this affair a ticket is sold and you get your
money’s worth.
That February 1931 banquet was attended by 250 people.
~~~
I returned the 1931 microfilms, and, seeking the roots of the club, I requested the films for late 1927
and early 1928. Soon I had six more reels, these covering the period from October 21, 1927 to April
12, 1928.
Charlotte Geer’s “Broadcasts Winnowed” column was in full swing in October 1927, by which time
the occasional articles by Paul Godley were also appearing, along with program listings and much
radio advertising. “Broadcasts Winnowed” had the same chatty feel as it had in 1931, but a major
difference was that in 1927-28 the column included both DX news and the program-related material
that later became its exclusive content. The DX news was generally in the form of letters from
listeners who recounted their DX experiences, discussed particular catches, related how many
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stations they had heard, etc. Some of these letters contained detailed reviews of listeners’ DX
sessions, often described as “trips” or “journeys.”
I was surprised to see a daily table called “DX Programs–Tonight” which gave the times and
wavelengths of such programs over various standard broadcast stations nationwide (see below).
Since there was no Sunday paper, the Saturday edition contained two tables, one for Saturday and
one for Sunday. It is unclear exactly what these “DX programs” were. Were they programs about
DXing? Special programs transmitted by stations at times more conducive to DX reception (what
would later be called courtesy programs)? DX targets? Just programs or times when the stations
hoped DX listeners would tune in? In many instances the programs are shown as being on the air
for long periods, in some cases from 6 p.m. through midnight. Or were those simply the times the
stations were on the air? Many of the stations appeared in the table day after day, but the asterisks
in the time columns (“Indicates active periods”)
would sometimes vary for a given station. Most
tables would contain a few new stations, or a
few would be deleted. No doubt an explanation
of the tables had been published at some point.
It appears that it was the fall of 1927 when a
number of readers of “Broadcasts Winnowed”
suggested the formation of a club for DXers. On
Monday, December 5, 1927, Mrs. Geer included
this short announcement in her column:

Here was the Source of the Nile! A reminder of
the meeting was included in “Broadcasts
Winnowed” of December 8, the day of the
meeting.
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On December 9, the morning after the meeting, the Newark Evening News ran an article about the
gathering (below). It appeared on page 4, as opposed to the radio section, which was usually deeper
inside the paper.
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At first referred to informally as the Newark News DXers, the club became the Newark News DX
Club. The name Newark News Radio Club came later. L. S. J. Cranse was elected president, and
Irving Potts secretary. Mrs. Geer and Paul Godley were first and second vice presidents respectively.
On Monday, December 12, Charlotte Geer gave a brief
mention of the meeting (right).

As time went on, Charlotte Geer often
responded to DX-related questions by
urging the writer to come to the next club
meeting so the matter could be discussed.
Meeting reminders were not sent to
members by mail, but were given in
“Broadcasts Winnowed,” wherein Mrs.
Geer often voiced support for the club
and occasionally included brief news
items about club activities. For example,
on Monday, January 30, 1928, The
Dialist relayed word from President
Cranse that all those joining the club at
its meeting on Thursday, February 2,
would be considered charter members.
Geer’s column did not contain detailed,
ongoing information about the club,
which was clearly intended to have its
own identity, notwithstanding the role of
the newspaper and Mrs. Geer’s role as
vice president and godmother. However,
her column provided an important print
vehicle that otherwise the club would
have lacked.
All those who were interested in DX
were eligible to join the club. Dues were
the same as they would be in 1931–$1 a
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year plus a $1 initiation fee. There were “four different grades of DXers,” by which was meant four
certificates of accomplishment available to members. (The qualifications were similar to those
extant in 1931 and described above.) Members could join by mail as well as in person. By early
February 1928 the club had 135 members. By the end of the month the number was 175.
Membership in the Newark club took off after President Cranse gave a talk about the club over WOR
on February 25 (see page 9). Seeing the success of the Newark News venture, the Chicago Daily
News also started a club and had 200 members in three days.
“Broadcasts Winnowed” was a meeting place of newcomers and experienced DXers alike. A
number of characteristics of the DX culture that would become common in later years were in early
evidence in “Broadcasts Winnowed.” One was the questioning of others’ loggings, or a general
wonderment of “how they did it.” On January 19, 1928 there appeared a long, detailed contribution
by Cranse (known as Knob Twister) describing a DX session that started around 5:00 p.m. and lasted
past 2:00 a.m. Cranse reported hearing a total of 114 stations, including 85 “distant” stations and
ten on the Pacific Coast.
This prompted several responses. One was a letter noting that a number of Cranse’s DX loggings
“were on low power and working on the same wave and a number were not operating at the time.”
Said Mrs. Geer, who “resented” the unsigned letter:
It takes a brave man indeed to make a statement like that in these
days, when even the most up-to-date logs are not up to the minute,
and it never has been safe to say that any station was off the air at any
specific time. Those of us who have DXed for a number of years
know how many times we have found a station supposed to be silent
operating merrily.
There are skillful DXers and there are others less skillful and there are
good sets and poor sets and good nights and bad nights, but we think
this business of insulting those of us who do a thing that we can’t do
is pretty poor stuff. We are sure that Knob Twister would be glad to
give a demonstration.
Other complaints followed. A.A.K. asked how Cranse could have heard 50 watt CKOC while 5 kw.
WSM was on the same channel? How could he have identified so many stations carrying network
(“chain”) programs that give local IDs only every 15 minutes?
Charlotte Geer again came to Knob Twister’s defense. “In a previous column [see above] we
endeavored to explain how Mr. Cranse logged the number of stations he did. No one who knows
Mr. Cranse or who has seen his log could possibly doubt his statements. Why not come to the next
meeting of the DX club and talk it over.” Another reader, N.E.P., also expressed skepticism as to
Cranse’s results over such a short period, suggesting that many stations must have been identified
“on the assumption basis,” rather than as a result of hearing a station call letters. (N.E.P. later
retracted his comments.)
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But Peanuts wrote in to explain why
A.A.K.’s criticism of Cranse was
“unjust.”
The Two-Tube DXer
thought Knob Twister was “a mighty
DXer.” Towaco felt that Knob
Twister’s report “was in every respect
true,” and that he too had heard
CKOC in what was “purely a trick of
the air waves” (probably meaning
normal broadcast band fade-ins and
fade-outs).
And as to chain
programs, “what old-timer of radio
reception could fail to recognize the
voices of our most prominent
announcers and in this way identify
the different stations even without
call letters? I do not condemn A.A.K.
or the previous ‘doubter’ which
appeared in the column a short time
ago, but merely say that they should
make allowances for all things,
known and unknown, in this
wonderful age of radio. I would have
called it an impossibility to log KFXF
at Denver, a 250-watt station, but I
did it last night.”
“You are quite right about Knob
Twister, Towaco,” noted Charlotte.
“No one could meet him, as we all do
each month, without realizing that his
statements are authentic. He is a DX
genius, that is all, and those who are
not so successful find it hard to
believe. They should come to the
club and meet him.”
However enlightening the discussion,
the newspaper was probably not a
good place for it, and on February 24
The Dialist announced as follows:
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We are quite sure that there isn’t a single member of the DX Club
who is consciously misstating any aerial experience. We all make
mistakes sometimes, but since that is universal, it is not wise to be too
quick on the pick-up lest you be the next one to stumble. In the future
we are going to refrain from publishing personal criticism of the DX
fisherman in the column, but if any reader has anything he wants to
get off his chest we shall be glad to forward, upon his request, the
name of the DXer whose statement he questions and he can write
directly and state his grouch. . . .
The distinction between DXers and program listeners also arose early. The Dialist was trying to
satisfy both. When some readers complained that too much space was being devoted to DX, Mrs.
Geer said she would try to divide things 50-50. The emphasis was usually on the program side,
however. “Have you ever thought,” she said, “how few listeners-in are all around fans? They are
either program fiends or DX fiends and seldom the twain shall meet. Very few DXers take real
satisfaction in a program that comes from within a hundred miles from home and the WEAF, WJZ
and WOR addicts seldom go fifty miles away from the home town. A little reciprocity would help
both sides to a better understanding of each other.”
Then there was the perennial question of what was needed for a verification, and the answers were
not always consistent. “DX Jr.” wrote: “In writing to a station for verification, if they just send a
form postcard thanking you for your comment on the program, is this considered satisfactory proof?
I just received one of these cards from WFAN, exactly 48 hours from the time I sent to them.” The
Dialist’s answer: “A postcard should be sufficient provided it verifies your reception.” Perth
Amboy DXer asked: “Some stations send me letters or cards thanking me for commenting on the
program but do not say anything about verifying it. Do these letters count as verifications?” Said
The Dialist: “Surely such letters or cards are verifications.”
Changes in propagation made serious DXing largely a seasonal undertaking. On April 25, 1928 the
Dialist observed that the DX season was waning, and that her DX mail had dropped to “negligible
proportions.” Indeed, interest in DXing was not what it used to be, and not just because of the
season. An article in the May 7 paper (below) noted that the elimination of the 7:30-8:00 p.m. silent
period for San Francisco stations, introduced long ago to facilitate DX reception, had brought no
complaints.
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On May 2, Mrs. Geer printed a long letter from President Cranse, who summarized some 16 letters
he had received since his February talk over WOR. Much of the DX news was now being directed
toward the club rather than “Broadcasts Winnowed.” A few of the items in his letter:
B. D. Kash, 2825 Boudinot Street, Philadelphia, informs me
that he has heard and verified reception from 654 stations. . . .
Mrs. Clara J. Cohoe, 59 Burger Street, North Welland, Ontario,
Dominion of Canada, is an invalid and is unable to sleep well. It was
because of this that she became interested in DX. She has heard 188
stations since November . . . . No doubt she would be glad to hear
from other DX enthusiasts and by writing her a friendly note you will
have done your part to make her shut-in life a trifle happier.
Chandler Stewart, Jr., Pacific Grove, Cal., writes he has logged
the following stations located east of the west coast stations since
January 1. . . . Mr. Stewart is but fifteen years of age . . . .
J. F. Reilly, Sea Bright, N.J. has had the following to say: “My
wife was listening to your talk over WOR and she said, ‘Well, if there
are any nuts worse than me she would like to see them.’ I am sixtyone years old . . . If I were ten years younger I would build a new set
every month until I got what I wanted.”
W. Clifford, 30 Grand Street, Oneonta, N.Y.: “Heard you over
WOR. Am I eligible for membership? Heard KUSD’s announcer
mention the Newark, New Jersey DX Club this morning at 3 A.M.,
E.S.T. He wanted members to write in. . . .”
And from Oxnard, California comes this: “. . . . A week ago
last night I listened to WFBM, Indianapolis, when they were having a
prime program, the Babe Ruth Underwear Hour. I sent them a card.
Last night I got an air mail letter at 6 o’clock to tune them in between
6:30 and 7:30 and I would hear something of interest to me. Now the
wave 275.1 meters was being used by a 500 watt Los Angeles station
last evening. That is the wave of WFBM. I decided to make the
grandest try of my life and from 6:30 I worked until 7:10 before I
finally brought WFBM through KTBI to hear one song, ‘Moonlight
On the Ganges,’ and then of all the good luck I heard them announce
Mrs. Blank at Oxnard, Cal., had won the box of underwear, winning
by eighteen miles over a lady in Los Angeles. . . . Hope they know
back there that the winters are very mild in California. . . .”
Such was the world of DX in 1928.
DX was almost entirely broadcast bad. Shortwave was still in the future, although on May 3, 1928
the paper did make reference to shortwave as the medium by which 2LO in London and PCJJ in
Eindhoven, Holland transmitted their programs across the Atlantic for pickup and rebroadcast by
CFCA in Toronto (next page).
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Poems sometimes appeared in “Broadcasts Winnowed.” Presumably they were written by Charlotte
Geer herself. On February 18, 1928, she offered one that should resonate, even today, with DXers
of any band. It was called “To the New DXers.”
A little bit of heaven, that
Is all we ask tonight.
A little patch of cloudless sky
With moonlight shining bright.
A little room, a little peace
When trolley cars and motors cease
Their endless rumble up the street
A wife whose dreams are deep and sweet,
Who never paces overhead
Or shrieks, “Why don’t you come to bed?”
A little luck, a bit of skill,
The strength to keep awake until
A small still voice cajoles our ear
And KFI is logged, old dear.
~~~
I think it is fascinating that this early public record of the NNRC still exists. The rest of the
microfilms from 1927 to 1934 must contain many interesting things about the club's early years.
What were the circumstances under which Irving Potts took over from Lee Cranse? What prompted
the club to begin publishing The Dialist in 1934? Did it replace the newspaper column entirely?
(Irving Potts’s 1962 obituary said that he was writing a weekly column, “Doings of DXers,” for the
Newark News right up until his death.) Perhaps someone who is interested in the history of the club
and lives close enough to the Newark Public Library to have ready access to the microfilms will take
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this on as a research project. If anyone is interested, please let me know. ("Radio" is one of the topics
listed in the paper’s front page index, so the radio columns are easily located without searching
through the whole paper.)

(From The Dialist, June 1934)
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